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Intelligent 3L PetWant F14 Pet Feeder (White)
Ensure that your furry friend has access to fresh food even in your absence. The PetWant F14 intelligent feeder offers a 3L capacity tank
and, thanks to a mechanism that prevents food from getting stuck, guarantees consistent meal servings. The dedicated app allows you
to customize the amount of food and the feeding schedule. You can also record a message for your pet to encourage them to eat. Power
the device using a DC5V/1A cord or 3 AAA batteries.
 
Hygienic Food Storage
PetWant  cares  about  the health  of  animals,  which is  why the F14 intelligent  feeder  is  equipped with  a  hermetic  closure to  effectively
prevent  insects  or  ants  from  accessing  the  food.  Additionally,  an  extra  drying  box  eliminates  the  issue  of  moisture  accumulation,
ensuring that the food remains fresh at all times.
 
Guaranteed Regular Meals
The 3L tank allows for the storage of a large quantity of dry food with a diameter ranging from 5 to 12 mm. Its transparent design makes
it easy to check the remaining amount of food. The special opening design eliminates the risk of food getting stuck, ensuring continuous
feeding. Rest assured that your pet won't go hungry, even when you're away from home!
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Feeding Automation
Take care of your pet's proper diet. The dedicated app allows you to schedule up to 4 meals a day. You can also adjust the portion size to
ensure that your four-legged friend maintains a healthy weight.
 
From Love for Your Pet
With PetWant, your pet can hear your voice even in your absence! Record a personalized 10-second message to encourage your furry
friend to eat or provide them with comfort when you're away from home.
 
Attention to Detail
The noise level generated by the PetWant F14 intelligent feeder does not exceed 50 dB, ensuring that the device won't frighten your pet
or disturb your household's peace. The bowl is made of stainless steel, making it safe for animals, and is easy to clean. All parts of the
feeder can be easily assembled and cleaned, providing your pet with hygienic conditions during mealtime.
 
Two Power Options
The PetWant F14 intelligent pet feeder can be powered using a DC5V/1A cord or 3 AAA alkaline batteries, ensuring regular meals for your
pet even during power outages. Compatible batteries provide up to 180 days of operation. Choose convenience and give your pet the
best!
 
Package Includes:
Intelligent PetWant F14 Pet Feeder
Power Adapter
USB Cable
User Manual
	Manufacturer
	PetWant
	Model
	F14
	Intended for
	Dogs and Cats
	Capacity
	3 L
	Feeding Frequency
	From 1 to 4 meals per day
	Compatible Food
	Dry food with a diameter ranging from 5 to 12 mm
	Noise Level during Operation
	50 dB
	Power Source
	DC5V/1A or 3 AAA alkaline batteries
	Operating Time
	Up to 180 days
	Rated Power
	0.5 W
	Operating Temperature
	From 0°C to 50°C
	Material
	Stainless Steel, ABS
	Dimensions
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	168 x 296 x 290 mm
	Color
	White

Price:

€ 54.50

Smart Home, Intelligent animal devices
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